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Privacy Statement
SURFING

The Mossad undertakes to preserve the privacy of those persons accessing the site and it will not collect information upon
them unless they choose to give it.

If you have accessed the site to view the information it contains you will remain completely anonymous.

The data automatically collected by the site is used for site administration purposes only. If a suspect or illegal action is
made, the information will be passed on to the competent authorities for verifying whether legal action is warranted.

Logons to the site will be registered for statistical purposes with a view to making improvements for the benefit of visitors, as
well as improving the system’s technical performance.

The following data is collected from site visitors:
The address and other details of the IP through which you accessed the site.
The time and date of your visit.
A list of the WebPages you browsed.
The site address through which you accessed the Mossad site.
The site address of the search engine through which you arrived, and the words used to define your search.
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Terms of Use

GENERAL

The Prime Minister's Office (hereinafter: the Office) offers the information on this online site/ internet site (hereinafter: the
Service) pursuant to the following terms. The term "User" as follows shall mean person who establishes or accesses a
connection to the service.

COPYRIGHT

According to the law of copyright in Israel, and pursuant to international treaties, copyrights of the Office's publications,
including those provided by the Service, belong to the State of Israel. These rights apply, inter alia, to text, pictures,
drawings, maps, audio tracts, video tracts, graphics and program applications (hereinafter: the protected material), unless
stated explicitly that the copyright in the protected material belongs to another party.

User may make "fair use" of the protected material as set out under law. Such fair use includes quoting from the protected
material in a reasonable manner.

When quoting from the protected material, User must attribute the source of the quotation, whether it is the Office or a third
party. User may not alter, modify or in any other fashion change the protected material, and may not do any other act which
might diminish the value of the protected material in a manner which would cast aspersion on the creator of the protected
material.

Subject to the law of copyright, User may not copy, redistribute, retransmit or publish protected material, without the prior
written consent of the Office.

LIABILITY

The Service is provided to the public “as is”.

The State of Israel shall not be held liable for the suitability of the Service to User’s needs. Nor shall the State of Israel be
held liable for any error or mistake found in the material provided by the Service.
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The State of Israel shall not be held liable for any changes made in the material provided by the Service if such changes
were made by User or by a third party.

User alone shall bear all responsibility for the way in which he/she uses the Service.

The State of Israel shall not be held liable for any loss or damage caused to User or third parties arising directly or indirectly
from the use of the Service, including loss or damage due to the use of applications that were downloaded directly through
the Service or that were activated by using the Service, including internet application (Activex, JavaScript and Java).

For the purposes of the above terms, “The State of Israel” includes its employees and agents.

LINKS

This site contains links to external sites. The following conditions shall apply to the use of these links, without derogating from
the other conditions in these “Terms of Use”.

The links are solely for the convenience of the User.

Unless otherwise stipulated in this site, no legal or commercial relationship exists between the Office and external sites not
maintained by the State of Israel (third party sites), and the Office has no control over the content of said third party sites.

The State of Israel is not responsible for the content of third party sites.

Links to third party sites shall not be construed as an endorsement, recommendation of favoring by the State of Israel or by
the Office of said third party sites, including documents and other materials to be found therein, of the operators of said sites
or of products offered on said sites.

At the time each link was included in this site, it was found that the material in the linked-to site was relevant to the purposes
of this Service, and that the link itself was functional. However, it is possible that with the passing of time, the contents of the
linked-to sites have changed.

CONFIDENTIALITY

Personal information given to the Office through this Service will be kept confidential in accordance with the Privacy Law of
1981.

OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE STATE OF ISRAEL

In the event of a discrepancy between the material provided on this Service and material published in the official printed
publications of the State of Israel, only the latter shall be deemed correct.
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About Us

The Institute for Intelligence and Special Operations, otherwise known as the Mossad, has
been appointed by the State of Israel to collect information, analyze intelligence, and perform
special covert operations beyond its borders.

"Where no counsel is, the people fall, but in the multitude of counselors there is safety"
Proverbs XI/14.

Over the years, the Mossad has expanded into many fields, the most prominent of which are:

Covert intelligence gathering beyond Israel’s borders.
Preventing the development and procurement of non-conventional weapons by hostile countries.
Preventing terrorist acts against Israeli targets abroad.
Developing and maintaining special diplomatic and other covert relations.
Bringing Jews home from countries where official Aliya agencies are not allowed to operate.
Producing strategic, political and operational intelligence.
Planning and carrying out special operations beyond Israel’s borders.
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Director's Word

The Israel Secret Intelligence Service (Mossad) is a national organization that carries out special covert

activity outside Israel’s borders.

The purpose of its activity is to maintain the State of Israel’s security, and promote its foreign relations and

national objectives as determined by the Prime Minister and Israel’s government in accordance with the
State of Israel’s laws.

The organization’s success and the fulfillment of its complex tasks depend on the quality of the people who
serve it, form its core, and are its driving force. Mossad staff see their work as a vocation and contribution

to the fortification of the State of Israel’s security, for the sake of which they dedicate their skills and talents,

determination and persistence and values.

I see it as a great privilege to serve the Mossad and stand at its head. I invite you to join the ranks of men

and women combatants and intelligence personnel who have served the organization since its very
inception.

We do our utmost to ensure that only the finest and most suitable people join our organization.

We invite you to submit your candidacy to the Mossad by filling out the CV form on this website.

You will find information on the website explaining the spirit and values that motivate the Mossad and

instructions on how to submit your candidacy.
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The website describes the spirit and values motivating the Mossad. You will also find information on how to apply to
become one of us.
I wish you every success.

Tamir Pardo
Director, Mossad
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Vision And Values
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History

The 29 November 1947 United Nations Partition Plan plunged the Land of
Israel (Eretz Yisrael) into into a maelstrom of war. The first wave of
attacks came from local Arabs. When the British Mandate officially ended
and the State of Israel was declared on 15 may 1948, the local Arabs
were joined by Arab states, which sent their armies to invade Israel from
the south, the north and the east.

Before the State was declared, there were several underground and
semi- underground organizations in the Jewish Community (Yishuv)
which, naturally, required information for their operation. These included
rescuing Jews, "illegal" immigration, deterring Arab mobs, and
anti-Mandate operations. The Hagana, the Yishuv's main military force,
established Shai – Sherut Yediot, or Information Service. Shai's job was
to collect information for Hagana operations and to provide information to
the Yishuv leadership for its political and military dealing with the Israeli
Arabs, the Arab countries, and the mandate authorities. Shai became well
established before the state was declared and its chiefs included Isser
Harel (Halperin, or "little Isser"), who later headed both the Security
Service (Shin-Bet) and Mossad. Other organizations had their own
intelligence services to serve their individual needs.

The declaration of the State and the onslaught of the Arab armies
dictated new needs: the need to create an intelligence infrastructure, the
need to establish an official framework, and the need to define specific
spheres of responsibility. These needs were both clear and urgent.

The First Intelligence Services

On 7 June 1948, Prime Minister David Ben Gurion summoned Jewish Agency Political
Department staffer Reuven Shiloah and acting head of Shai, Isser Beeri (Bierenzweig,
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or "big Isser"), who had recently replaced David Shaltiel. The meeting led to
preliminary definitions of the nascent state's intelligence services. Following is the
decision quoted from David Ben Gurion's diary:

A military information service is to be established by the Staff (the General Staff),
headed by Isser (Beeri) and Vivian (Haim Hertzog). Shai will be responsible for safety
(Security), censorship and counterintelligence.

An internal information service under (little) Isser and Yosef Y. [Yosef Yizraeli, a
Hagana national staff member who, in 1948, was appointed the Defence Ministry's
general secretary].

An external political information service – to be headed by Reuven Shiloah. Until
the end of the war it will be subordinate to the Defense Ministry and later, possibly, to
the Foreign Ministry.

The decision was the start of a long process. In keeping with Ben
Gurion's decision, Reuven Shiloah was appointed head of the Foreign
Ministry's political department, which was to provide an external political
information service. He also became the Foreign Minister's adviser for
special tasks.

Reuven Shiloah concentrated mainly on foreign political matters, such as
efforts to form alliances with non-Arab Islamic states, e.g. Turkey, and
salvaging Jewish assets abroad and bringing them to Israel.

A small Shai station, headed by Haim Ben Menahem, started operating
abroad in the summer of 1947. In June 1948, when the political
department was established, Arthur Ben Natan was sent to Paris to take
over Ben Menahem's contacts. This operational department, which was
by now taking shape, was called Da'at (knowledge).

Things were still not clear-cut. Ben Gurion objected in principle to public
acknowledgement of the existence of a security and intelligence service.
Thus the political department, defined as an 'external political information
service', indeed became an independent, covert intelligence agency, but it
was still lodged in the Foreign Ministry. This meant that the service's
objectives, tasks, powers, budgets, and inter-service relations could not
be legislated. Inter-service delineation was often blurred and forays into
each other's territory were not uncommon.

In April 1949, the supreme inter-ordination committee was formed and
headed by Reuven Shiloah. Its members, who later became known as
VARASH or the Service Chief's Committee, included the Shin-Bet, which
emerged from Shai, the political department, the military intelligence
department and the Israeli Police.
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The Israeli Secret Intelligence Service

In July 1949, Reuven Shiloah, a close associate of David Ben Gurion,
proposed establishing a central institution for organizing and co-ordinating
intelligence and security service. The object was to enhance inter-service
co-ordination and co-operation. On 13 December 1949, Ben Gurion
authorized the establishment of the 'Institution for Co-ordination' to
oversee the political department and to co-ordinate the internal security
and military intelligence organizations. The institution, or Mossad, was
born on that day.

The Mossad started out under Foreign Ministry auspices. In March 1951,
with a view to enhancing its operational capabilities and to unifying all
overseas intelligence gathering, Ben Gurion authorized its final
reorganization. An independent, centralized authority was set up to handle
all overseas intelligence tasks. This was called the 'Authority' and formed
the major part of the Mossad. It included representatives of the other two
services at HQ and field echelons. The Mossad broke free of the Foreign
Ministry and reported directly to the Prime Minister, thus becoming part of
the Prime Minister's Office.

The Mossad eventually adopted the following verse from the Book of
Proverbs as its motto, guide, creative awakener and ideology, but also
was as a dire warning:

"WITHOUT GUIDANCE DO A PEOPLE FALL, AND DELIVERANCE IS IN
A MULTITUDE OF COUNSELLORS."
Proverbs XI/14

SECRET

To: The Foreign Ministry

From: The Prime Minister

Upon my instructions, an institute is being established to co-ordinate
state intelligence agencies (the Military Intelligence Department, the
Foreign Ministry, the State Department, the General Security Agency,
etc.)

I have charged Reuben Shiloah, Foreign Ministry adviser for special
projects, to organize and head the institute. Reuben Shiloah will report to
me.
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He will act upon my instructions and will submit regular working reports to
me.

For administrative purposes, his office will be part of the foreign ministry.

I have instructed R. Shiloah to submit a manpower and budget proposal
for 1950-51 for approximately IL20,000, IL5,000 of which will be used for
special operations, contingent on my prior authorization.

You are hereby requested to add this sum to the foreign ministry budget
for 1950-51.

Signed

(-)

D. Ben Gurion

Ben Gurion's letter
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Contact Us
Contact us

The form on this website is for responding to website related topics and for matters you think might affect state security.

To apply for a job, please use the application form in our job offer website.
Our resources are limited and we cannot promise to reply to every single submission. However, we will read everything you

send us.

ISIS does not have a press officer. All media applications are handled by the Prime Minister's Bureau.
If you feel you have information that could be useful to ISIS, please use the form on this page. We undertake to protect the

information and to maintain the sender's anonymity.

ISIS does not handle information pertaining to domestic law enforcement.

Last name: Phone Email:
 @ 

First name: Cellular:

Country: Other:

Address

* Subject :

Suggestions,

questions and
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messages:

What code is in the Image?

If you can't read the code number in the image, refresh the page in order to generate a new number

Please note:
The form will only recognise letters, digits and the following characters:
comma (,) full stop (.) and dash (-).
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Instructions for Completing the Application Form

Below, please find the job application form for the Mossad.

Before completing the form, please read the job application instructions.
Your accurate and complete personal details will assist us in evaluating your suitability for our organization.

You may apply for several different positions on the same form.

It will take about one hour to complete the Job Application Form
Note: Once the form has been sent, it will not be possible to make any changes.

The forms will undergo an initial computerized screening and your application will be assessed according to available positions
Suitable applicants will be contacted by telephone for further interviews. Your particulars will be used to assess suitability alone

and will not be given to anyone else without your permission.

Your particulars are protected. This site is stored in the highly secured databases of the State of Israel.
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Personal
details Education Languages National

Service
Work
Experience Trips Additional

details Summa

Personal Details

Surname: *

First name/s: *

ID
number/Passport: *

Passport number:

Gender: * Male Female

Family status:

No. of children:

Date of birth: * / / 

Country of birth: *

Year of Aliyah:

Citizenship: *

Additional
citizenship:

Additional
citizenship:

Home Address
Country of
residence:

City/town:

Suburb:

Street:

Number:   Apartment no.:

Postal code:

Telephone no.: *

Telephone no.:

Telephone no.:

E-mail address:  @ 
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Israel government gateway

Israeli Security Agency (Hebrew)

Welcome to Israel

Ministry of Prime Minister

Ministry of Defense

Ministry of Tourism

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Ministry of Education

Ministry of Immigration

The Jewish Agency

Government Advertising Agency – LAPAM

Government Press Office

The Knesset

Israeli police

idf
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